
 

Adobe launches SocialAnalytics

With the availability of Adobe SocialAnalytics, powered by Omniture, marketers finally have a simple and powerful way to
measure the impact of social media on their business performance.

The new toolset aggregates all relevant activity from social networks and online communities into a single application and
identifies how that activity affects brand perception and business indicators such as revenue. It also allows marketers to
track how other online channels - such as display advertising, search, mobile and email - drive social engagements.

Says Richard Mullins, director at Acceleration, Adobe Omniture's first professional services partner to achieve platinum
status: "One of the major challenges marketers face as they roll out their social media strategies is showing return on
investment in terms of quantifiable business metrics. Marketers also battle to link social media engagements and
understanding to their other online channels."

Current solutions are unreliable

Current solutions are not able to answer important questions about social media's impact on business performance in a
multichannel environment. "To date, marketers have analysed social media data and it's relation to the business and other
online media, through unreliable, manual processes that deliver little in the way of real insight because they have to draw
the data from multiple systems," says Mullins.

Adobe SocialAnalytics addresses these challenges by integrating social media analytics, measurement, and monitoring
with multichannel analytics. It allows marketers to monitor and measure social conversations across multiple platforms,
including Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, blogs and forums to see their valuable social data in context with all of their online
initiatives.

"These insights can help marketers shape social media strategies around the business outcomes they are looking for,"
says Mullins. "They can adapt their marketing strategies and messaging to optimise interactions with their customers."
Marketers will also be able to break social media out of its silo and make it part of an integrated online strategy that
encompasses email, websites, mobile devices and display ads.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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